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Abstrat
Chromium thin lms were sputter deposited implementing the GLaning Angle Deposition (GLAD) method,
whih is a thin lm deposition tehnique where the inident vapor ux - omposed of atoms and moleules
from gas phase - strikes onto the substrate at tilted angles α. Oriented hromium olumns were produed
with various olumn angles β (from 0 to 60°) losely linked to the sputtering pressure and inidene angle α.
Three sputtering pressures of 0.11, 0.40 and 0.53 Pa were used. Inidene angle α of the sputtered partiles
was systematially hanged from 0 to 80°. Tribologial properties were investigated as a funtion of these
operating parameters. Results reveal that the tribologial behaviour is strongly orrelated with the struture
and espeially the growth mehanism of the lms, whih are both linked with the operating sputtering
parameters. Thus, at the lowest sputtering pressure (0.11 Pa), gradual variations of the tribologial properties
and wettability are observed as a funtion of the inidene angle α, whih are interresting for tailoring surfaes
displaying a gradient of wettability. In ontrast, at higher sputtering pressures (>0.2 Pa), loal variations of
stati frition oeient, wettability and lateral ontat stiness are systematially observed as a funtion
of the olumn angle β - and then the inidene angle α . Basially, these results enable to tailor tribologial
properties by tuning the inidene angle α in order to ontrol the transition from stiking to sliding in
miro-gripping.
Keywords: MEMS, frition ontrol, nanos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oatings, mi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1. Introdution
In miroassembly, two approahes are urrently onsidered [1℄: (i) the self-assembly paradigm [2, 3, 4℄
in whih surfae eets are used to organize and assemble strutures mainly up to a few mirometers,
and (ii) the miroroboti assembly [1, 5℄, based on the miniaturization of the atuation, high resolution
miromanipulators and gripping devies (Fig. 1a), more dediated to mesosopi sized omponents (between
a few mirometers and a few millimeters). This one is well suitable for assembling MEMS omponents
where the main hallenging issues onern the handling of small omponents (mainly down to about 10
µm). Current researh in this eld inludes: (i) the development of new strategies to pik up, to handle,
and to release miro-omponents as for instane miroassembly in dry and liquid medium [6℄; and (ii) the
development of new types of surfaes [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, whih would enable to ontrol separately the
various omponents of frition ourred in dry medium miroassembly. In this framework, whereas adhesive
omponents [14, 15, 16, 17℄ and apillary eets [1, 11, 13, 18℄ (see Fig. 1b) are generally ontrolled by
grafting self-assembly moleules on grippers in order to redue their surfae tension [15, 19℄, mehanial
omponents of frition - i.e stati and dynami frition oeients and espeially stati to dynani oeient
ratio - ould be ontrolled by means of highly porous nanosulptured thin lms (Fig. 1) purposely tailored
to ahieve desired tribologial properties [9, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23℄.
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Figure 1: Optial views of miro-grippers used in miroassembly [e.g.,42, 43℄: (a) the size of the handled objet is about 40 µm;
(b) apillary eets in miro-assembly: the handled objet remains stuk on the bare mirogripper; () nanosulptured thin lm
that is oated on the gripper's ngers an prevent these apillary eets, and moreover it enables to ontrol the transition from
stiking to sliding by tailoring its miroarhiteture
GLaning Angle Deposition (GLAD) method = rst reported in 1959 [24℄ and later by Robbie et al [25℄
= is an attrative physial vapour deposition method to fabriate omplex 1D, 2D or 3D nanostrutured
olumnar thin lms [26, 27, 28℄ inluding nanopillars [23, 27, 28, 29, 30℄, zigzag nanoolumns [20, 31℄, and
nanospirals [32℄. This method is based on the hange of loation of the vapour soure relative to the olumns
during growth. Basially, the soure is not moved but rather the substrate, whih an be tilted or/and rotated
along its entral axis (Fig. 2). Thus, two degrees of freedom an be adjusted: (i) a rotation axis at an angle
α, whih allows to vary the inidene angle of the partiles ux, and (ii) a rotary axis at an angle φ also
alled azimuthal angle, whih indiretly modies the position of the partiles soure. The GLAD tehnique
takes advantage of the shadowing eet reated by a tilted substrate relative to the normal inidene and
a hange of the material ux through a rotation of the same substrate during the deposition. As a result,
by favouring the diretional growth of the olumns and ontrolling their struture, it is possible to produe
various kinds of nanoarhiteture (Fig. 3) displaying a widening spetrum of physio-hemial properties of
materials inluding their state of stress [29, 33, 34℄, density [35℄, optial [22℄, eletrial [35℄ and mehanial
behaviours [23, 28, 30, 32℄. Besides, topography [22, 27, 36, 37℄ and wettability of lms an also be ontrolled
by the operating parameters - i.e sputtering pressure, inidene angle α and olumn angle β.
So, the aim of this work is to study how these operating parameters an inuene the struture, the
density, the mehanial properties and nally the tribologial properties of GLAD lms under low ontat
pressure (150 MPa) and low veloity (0.1 mm/s) as met in lassial miroassembly grippers [1, 5, 38℄. For
this purpose, hromium thin lms (thikness about 850 nm and RMS: 8.7± 3.6 nm) were sputter deposited
implementing the GLAD method on silion wafers by varying both the sputtering pressure (from 0.11 to
0.53 Pa) and the inidene angle α of the sputtered partiles from 0 to 80°. Oriented hromium olumns
were produed with various olumn angles β (from 0 to 60°) losely linked to the sputtering pressure and
inidene angle α. Note that the panel of arhitetures produed by GLAD method is not solely restrited to
metalli ompounds, but eramis [39℄, and semionduting [40℄ or alloyed materials [41℄ an be grown. Thus,
hromium allows the synthesize of attrative ompounds for mehanial performanes, espeially metalloid
materials suh as some hromium nitride phases CrN or Cr2N . However, in this work, pure hromium
lms was preferred to alloyed materials or other omplex ompounds beause the sputtering mehanisms
of partiles are largely simplied and easier to simulate in order to understand the possible relationships
between the growth, the struture and the tribologial properties of GLAD lms.
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Figure 2: Basi priniple of the experimental devie used for the GLAD tehnique. The substrate is positioned in front of the
vapour soure on a substrate holder, whih an be tilted aording to an angle α ompared to the normal to the substrate.
Moreover, it an be animated by a rotation φ along an axis entred on the substrate.
Figure 3: Observation by SEM of the ross setion of: a) inlined ; b) zig-zag ; ) helial olumnar struture of hromium lms
deposited on (100)Si by magnetron sputtering [33℄
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2. Experimental part
2.1. Deposition of the nanosulptured hromium thin lms
Chromium thin lms were deposited on (100) silion substrates by d magnetron sputtering from hromium
metalli target (purity 99.7 at.%). The metalli target was sputtered with a onstant urrent density
JCr = 200A.m
−2
in argon atmosphere. The substrates were grounded and kept at room temperature.
Argon mass ow rate was set onstant in order to reah a sputtering pressure of 0.11, 0.40 or 0.53 Pa (pump-
ing speed was maintained at S = 10 L.s−1). The deposition time was ajusted in order to deposit a onstant
thikness lose to 900 nm. This latter was heked after deposition by prolometry. The home-made GLAD
substrate holder allowed an orientation hange of the inidene angle of the partiles ux α from 0 to 90°.
2.2. Thin lms haraterization
2.2.1. Struture and density
The rystallographi struture was investigated by X-ray diration (XRD) using monohromatizedCoKα
radiation with a Bragg-Brentano onguration θ/2θ. The Debye-Sherrer method was used to alulate the
rystallite grain size. Column angle β was measured from sanning eletron mirosopy (SEM) observations
on the fratured ross-setion of the lms deposited on silion substrates. Density of the lms was alulated
as a funtion of the inidene angle α of the sputtered partiules and for the three dierent pressures using
Paik's relationships [44℄. Density ξ of oriented thin lms produed by GLAD, an be related to the inidene
angle α of the partiles ux by:
ξ =
ξα=0°
1 + c tan (α)
(1)
where ξα=0° is the density of the lm (kg.m
−3) deposited at an inidene angle α = 0° and c is a onstant,
whih is proportional to the ratio of the shadowing step height to the olumn thikness. At rst, we suppose
that the density of the bulk material ξ0 is the same as the density of the lm deposited at an inidene angle
α = 0° (i.e ξ0 = ξα=0). Parameter c depends on the nature of the sputtered materials and the deposition
onditions, espeially the sputtering pressure. Films' density vs. inidene angle was omputed for the three
involved pressure : 0.11, 0.40 and 0.53 Pa (Fig. 4).
An abrupt drop of the density an be notied for inidene angles higher than 60° where the shadowing
eet at the atomi sale beomes signiant. For grazing inidene angles (α > 80°), a high porous struture
is obtained sine the density of the lm is few tens % of the bulk. Consequently, to get some knowledge of
the lm's density, evolution as a funtion of the inidene angle α allows some lose orrelations between
strutural harateristis (e.g. the growth of a porous arhiteture) and tuneable mehanial [28℄ or eletrial
properties [35℄.
2.2.2. Topographial analysis
Thin lms exhibit self-ane properties in a ertain range of sales [36, 37, 45℄. Self-anity is a gener-
alization of self-similarity, whih is the basi property of most of the deterministi fratals [46℄: a part of
self-ane objet is similar to whole objet after anisotropi saling. Thus, many randomly rough surfaes
are assumed to belong to the random objets that exhibit the self-ane properties [47, 48℄. Fratal analyses
of the self-ane random surfaes using AFM or prolometer are often used to study and ompare these
surfaes, whih have the same thikness and roughness [37, 49, 50, 51℄.
Dierent methods of fratal analysis are reported in the literature [16, 18, 37, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
53, 54℄. Eah one displays its systemati error but results obtained by any method provide informations
about the degree of omplexity or fragmentation of the surfaes [45℄. However, the measurement auray
an strongly be aeted by the hosen method [49℄. Thus, in this work, fratal dimension (Df ) is omputed
by using a ube ounting method [37, 49℄ - implemented within the SPM data analysis software Gwyddion
(http://gwyddion.net) - whih is diretly derived from the well-reliable box-ounting approah [48℄. The
algorithm is based on the following steps: a ubi lattie with lattie onstant l is superimposed on the
z -expanded surfae. Initially l is set at X2 (where X is length of edge of the surfae), resulting in a lattie of 8
ubes. Then S(l) is the number of all ubes that ontain at least one pixel of the image. The lattie onstant
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Figure 4: Computed relative density of hromium thin lms (in %) vs. inidene angle of the partiles ux aording to the
Paik's model for dierent sputtering pressures [44℄
l is then redued stepwise by fator of 2 and the proess repeated until l equals to the distane between two
adjaent pixels. The slope of a plot of log(S(l)) versus log(1/l) gives the fratal dimension Df diretly (Fig.
5a).
Sine results of fratal analysis an strongly be inuened by the tip onvolution of the AFM analysis
(Digital Instruments Nanosope III Dimension 3000), this one was heked beforehand [49, 51℄. Besides,
fratal's results were also ompared on larger sales by using a phase shifting interferometri prolometer
ATOS MICROMAP 570 (λ = 520 nm, spatial and vertial resolutions are 0.5 µm and 0.02 nm, respetively)
in order to ompute the systemati error: around 3%. (Fig. 5b). Finally average value of Df was omputed
from data ompiled from the whole AFM and interferometri pitures.
2.3. Nanotribologial setup
In this work, tribologial experiments are arried out for modelling the two ritial steps of mirogripping
(i.e., pik-up and release, respetively) when sliding and/or adhesion our between the handled objet and
the gripper [1, 38 ℄. So, the experimental devie is a ball-on-dis nanotribometer manufatured by CSM
Instruments (Switzerland) [55℄. Fig. 6 displays the link between the mirogripping (Fig. 6a) and the
tribologial test (Fig. 6b): (i) the gripper is modelled by the at sample, whih is oated by the various
GLAD lms ; (ii) the handled objet is modelled by a Si3N4 ball whih is glued on the pin. Besides, the
latter is mounted on a sti lever (Fig. 6), designed as a fritionless fore transduer (K
x
= 265.1 Nm
-1
; K
z
= 152.2 Nm
-1
). During the test, the ball is loaded onto the at sample with a preisely known fore using
losed loop. The frition fore is determined by measuring the deetion of the elasti arm (low load range
down to 50 µN). The load and frition resolutions are about 1 µN.
As shown in Fig. 7, the nanotribometer is set within a glove box in order to ontrol both the temperature
(22°C) and the relative humidity (RH 35%) and so, any additional apillary eets that ould our during
the tests. The normal load (10 mN) and the ball's diameter ( φ 4mm ) are aurately hosen for limiting the
ontat pressure at 150 MPa, whih is usually met in mirogripping [e.g., 1℄.
All tests are arried out in linear reiproating mode both in the diretion parallel and perpendiular
to the orientation of the olumns, with and against the tilt axis of the olumns, in order to notie any
eet of the olumn angle on the frition behaviour. As reported in Fig. 8, two kinds of tests are arried out
depending on the osillation amplitude of the displaement.
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Figure 5: Examples of the fratal dimension assessments for hromium lms deposited with α = 80° and sputtering pressure of
0.11 Pa arried out on (a) an AFM map (1 µm): Df = 2.21 and (b) an interferometri prolometer map (320 µm):Df= 2.28
Figure 6: Link between the mirogripping geometry (a) and the nanotribologial test (b): The gripper is modelled by the at
sample oated by the GLAD lm ; the handled objet is modelled by the ball glued on the antilever ()
Figure 7: Nanotribometer in the environmental glove box
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Figure 8: Tribologial tests : a) in gross slip regime for measuring µs and µd on the whole of yles b) in absene of sliding, the
assessment of the slope of FT = f(δ) when δ < a (with a, the hertz ontat radius) gives the average lateral ontat stiness
kL
 (i) When the osillation amplitude is greatly higher than the ontat radius (i.e δ ± 0.5 mm), a gross
slip regime is observed (Fig. 8a) leading to assess both the average stati (µs) and dynami (µd) frition
oeient, and also the ratio
µ
s
µ
d
partiularly interesting to ontrol the transition from stiking to sliding
in miroassembly. The average value of frition oeients are omputed by onsidering all the yles
of the tribologial tests. Besides, possible wear an also be assessed. For this kind of test, the sliding
veloity and the number of yles are: 0.1 mm.s
-1
and 10 yles, respetively.
 (ii) When the osillation amplitude is lower than the ontat radius (δ ± 10 µm), no sliding is ourred
(Fig. 8b). So, the oating is just submitted to a shear test, that enables to assess the lateral ontat
stiness as reported by Mindlin et al [56℄. The variations of the latter with the sputtering parameters
(inidene angle α, sputtering pressure) provide informations about the mehanial properties of lms.
The lateral ontat stiness is the slope from the frition fore vs. displaement (Fig. 8b). In this ase
the veloity and the number of yles are 5 µm.s−1 and 10 yles, respetively.
3. Results and disussion
3.1. Morphology and struture of GLAD thin lms
As expeted by the strutural zone model proposed by Thornton [57℄, lms deposited aording to our
deposition onditions and with a perpendiular inidene of the partiles ux (α = 0°) exhibit a typial
olumnar mirostruture. This kind of morphology orresponds to the transition zone of the Thornton's
model sine the sputtering pressure was 0.11, 0.40 and 0.53 Pa and the substrate temperature was a few tens
of the hromium melting point (2173 K). Columns onsist of inverted one-like units apped by domes. Films
produed with these operating onditions appear as a quite dense struture with olumns width lose to 100
nm. They are more or less separated by voided boundaries that are few nanometres wide. A similar olumnar
struture was produed for lms prepared at sputtering pressure of 0.11, 0.40 and 0.53 Pa. Inreasing the
inidene angle α of the partiles ux, inlined olumns beome separated and a muh more porous and
brous struture is produed as the inidene angle α inreases and the sputtering pressure redues down to
0.11 Pa. It is also worth of notiing that the olumn angle β is inuened by the sputtering pressure (Fig. 9
).
As the inidene angle α tends to 90°, the olumn angle β asymptotially reahes 24° for 0.53 Pa whereas
β tends to 35° for 0.40 Pa and β reahes 60° for 0.11 Pa. Thus, for the three sputtering pressures, β versus
α well follows the empirial tangent rule (tanα = 2 tanβ ) up to an inidene angle α lose to 60°, as
ommonly observed for several ompounds [58℄. Afterwards, a saturation of the olumn angle β ours. It is
mainly attributed to the mean free path of the sputtered partiles and the sputtering emission (the angular
distribution of sputtered atoms follows an underosine law for energy ions lower than 1 keV [59℄) peuliar
7
Figure 9: Evolution of the olumn angle β vs. inidene angle α in hromium thin lms deposited by sputtering for three
dierent argon pressures. Column angle β saturates lose to 24 and 35° for sputtering pressure of 0.53 and 0.40 Pa, respetively
Figure 10: Typial SEM views of the frition trak after sliding for three sputtering pressures : (a) 0.11 Pa , (b) 0.40 Pa and
() 0.53 Pa and for the same inidene angle α = 75° (horizontal sliding diretion)
to the target material. Due to enhaned ollisions between sputtered partiles and argon atoms, ux of
hromium atoms impinging on the growing lm beomes less diretional [60℄. The angular distribution of
sputtered hromium inoming from the target surfae is spread leading to a more randomized ux rather
than pure ballisti and onsequently, a saturation of the olumn angle β (f.  3.6).
3.2. Tribologial properties of GLAD thin lms in gross slip regime
3.2.1. Evolution of the average dynami frition oeient with the sputtering parameters
In ontrast to what was previously observed by Abreu et al [21℄ and Lintymer et al [34℄ on hromium
GLAD lms in miro- and marotribologial tests, respetively, the initial olumnar struture is not damaged
after sliding using a multi-asperity nanotribometer (Fig. 10). So, the adhesion and the ohesion of these
lms are strong enough to sustain the ontat soliitations - 150 MPa - whatever the oating onditions.
Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the average dynami frition oeient (µd) vs. the inidene angle α
for the dierent argon sputtering pressures. For the lowest pressure (0.11 Pa), µd abruptly inreases when
the inidene angle is higher than 50°. In onstrast for the highest argon pressure (0.53 Pa), µd displays a
minimum for inidene angles in-between 20 and 40° revealing a bowl shape around these values. For the
medium sputtering pressure (0.40 Pa), µd shows two maxima (about 0.32) for 20° and 55° respetively, whih
reveal some kind of loal eets probably indued by ne variations of the struture. As an unexpeted
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Figure 11: Variations of the average dynami frition oeient vs. inidene angle α for the three argon sputtering pressures
result, no dierene is observed in the tribologial behaviours arried out in the diretion parallel and
perpendiular to the orientation of the olumns as reported by [23, 61℄. However, these authors used a 17
µm radius diamond indenter tip as a slider - ommonly used in nanoindentation test - whih is probably
more sensitive but also more destrutive than ours (2 mm radius Si3N4 ball). In the same way, there is
no real dierene between tribologial tests arried out with and against the tilt axis of the olumns.
This is probably due to the size of the ontat area, whih is muh more important than both the olumns
size and the distane between the olumns. Hene, the ontat in multi-asperity nanotribology appears
quite insensitive to the individual orientation of the olumns. Indeed, as reported by many authors working
on GLAD method [62, 63, 64℄, obtaining surfae topographies without stohasti and non-separate surfae
features is the main hallenge of this tehnique. However, a route to bypass this issue ould be to reate a
seeded layer of known density and height prior to the GLAD deposition [27℄. So, in our ase, the olumn
orientation β does not appear as the driving fore that ontrols the hange in the frition behaviour. But,
referring to many authors [eg. 7℄, the lms' density - and more partiularly the lms' porosity - are probably
the main ones.
When the error bars appear to be low enough - as observed in Fig. 11 - a pseudo 3D-map - as shown in
Fig. 12 - will be used instead of the lassial 2D view in order to onsider both the sputtering pressure and
the inidene angle α (Fig. 12a) or the olumn angle β (Fig. 12b). Thus the omparision of Fig. 12 and Fig.
4 reveals that the inrease of µd starting from 45° and 55° (for 0.11 Pa and 0.53 Pa, respetively) strongly
orresponds to the drop of the lms' density down to 93%. In the same time, the minimun of µd observed
in-between 20° and 50° (Fig. 11 at 0.53 Pa) greatly orresponds to the zone where the lm's density stays
onstant (Fig. 4). Thus, µd appears as a parameter that is very sensitive to any hange in the lms' density
as a bulk parameter.
However, in miro-gripping the stati frition oeient and more partiularly the transition between the
stati and dynami frition oeient has probably a greater importane than the dynami one only.
3.2.2. Evolution of the average stati frition oeient with the sputtering parameters
Fig. 13 shows the pseudo 3D-maps of the average stati frition oeient µs omputed from the whole
of yles (10 yles bak and forward). Overall, µs has the same global behaviour than µd with respet
to the operating parameters. Nevertheless it denitely appears more sensitive than the latter to any loal
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Figure 12: Pseudo 3D-maps displaying the evolution of the average dynami frition oeient µd as a funtion of the sputtering
argon pressure and (a) the inidene angle α and (b) the olumn angle β
tribologial variations linked to low variations in the sputtering parameters. Thus,
 for the lowest pressure (0.11 Pa), µs is rather onstant until α = 50° and strongly inreases when the
lm's density drops as reported for µd;
 when the argon sputtering pressure inreases from 0.11 to 0.53 Pa, there are olumn angles β (Fig. 13b)
where µs displays a maximum (µs ≃ 0.5 at 0.40 Pa) or a minimum (µs ≃ 0.17 at 0.53 Pa). Besides,
around these latter, µs an be strongly modied - i.e multiplied or divided by a fator 2 - when β is
shifted to ± 5° (orresponding to a shift of α around 10° as shown in Fig. 13a).
Thus, for the lowest sputtering pressure, the behaviour of the stati frition oeient is the same as the
dynami one - i.e ontrolled by the lms's density as a bulk property. But, for a given sputtering pressure
higher than 0.11 Pa - orresponding to a hange in the sputtering mehanism from a pure ballisti to a more
randomised one (f.  3.1) - the stati frition oeient an aurately be ontrolled by adjustement of the
inidene angle α. Sine the dynami frition oeient is less sensitive than the stati one, it is also possible
to adjust the ratio
µs
µd
by tuning µs that allows to aurately ontrol the transition from stiking to sliding
by avoiding the stik-slip ourrene [65℄ and its onsequenes on the frition [66℄ and wear behaviours [67℄.
For example, Fig. 14 shows two dierent ases where the stik-slip ourene is ompletely avoided when
µs = µd (at 0.40 Pa and α = 5° or α = 35°) or when the stiking is favoured over the slipping when µs ≫ µd
(e.g. µs > 2.µd at 0.40 Pa and α = 45° or α = 75° ). Hene, tuneable tribologial properties an easily be
obtained in miro-gripping by using suitable sputtering operating parameters.
However, in onstrast to what is observed for µd (Fig. 4 and 12), the evolution of µs with the operating
parameters an not be diretly explained by onsidering the lms' density only. Indeed, Fig. 13a is not
diretly omparable with Fig. 4 as reported for µd. So, it is neessary to remind the physial origins of the
stati oeient aording to the literature: µs originates from the stati real ontat area ontrolled by the
physio-hemial properties of the surfaes, in ontrast to µd, whih is mainly governed by the mehanial
properties at the sale of the miro-asperities inluding elastiity, stiness and inertia of the ontat [18℄. In
order to understand the relationship between the stati oeient behaviour and the operating parameters,
the physio-hemial and mehanial properties of GLAD lms will be studied suessively using (i) wettability
[15, 18, 38℄ and fratal dimension assessment [36, 37, 45, 47, 48, 68, 69, 70℄ on the one hand, and (ii) lateral
ontat stiness measurement on the other hand [56℄.
3.3. Wettability - Evolution of the ontat angle of a water drop with the sputtering parameters
Fig. 15 shows the variations of the ontat angle θ of a water drop as a funtion of the inidene angle
α for the three sputtering pressures. It appears that the nanostrutured surfaes are mainly hydrophobi
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Figure 13: Pseudo 3D-maps displaying the evolution of the average stati frition oeient µs as a funtion of the sputtering
argon pressure and (a) the inidene angle α and (b) the olumn angle β
Figure 14: 3D-map displaying the evolution of the ratio
µs
µd
as a funtion of the sputtering argon pressure and the inidene angle
α. This map is very useful to predit the operating parameters (i) to avoid any stik-slip phenomenon - e.g. when µs = µd for
0.40 Pa, α = 35° - or on the ontrary, (ii) to favour stiking over slipping when µs ≫ µd (e.g. 0.40 Pa, α = 75° when µs > 2.µd)
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Figure 15: Variation of the ontat angle θ of a water drop vs. inidene angle α for the three sputtering pressures
(θ > 90°) in ontrast to the initial hromium target, whih is hydrophili (θ = 49.1°± 0.6). Thus, the ontat
angle θ of a water drop - and onsequently the underlying adhesive ontribution of frition due to the apillary
eets - seems to be ontrolled by the nanostruturation of the surfaes [7, 71, 72℄. In our ase, the ontat
angle of the water drop learly depends on the sputtering pressure:
 for the highest pressures (0.53 Pa) the ontat angle is rather onstant (about 117°) ;
 in ontrast for the lowest pressure (0.11 Pa), the ontat angle ontinuously inreases from a hydrophili
behaviour to a hydrophobi one. A linear trend is even notied with a good orrelation oeient (r
= 0.99) revealing an enhanement of the hydrophobi behaviour with the inidene angle α. However,
the ontat angle does not evolve anymore for the highest inidene angles. This result is in good
agreement with the theories proposed suessively by Wenzel (1936) and Cassie-Baxter (1944) in order
to explain the wettability of heterogeneous surfaes [7, 9, 10, 71, 72℄. This saturation value (around
125°) is probably due to the shadowing eet at the atomi sale as mentioned in  2.2.1.
As reported in Fig. 16, the evolution of the water drop ontat angle θ as a funtion of the operating
parameters reveals that the wettability varies as well as the lms' density (Fig. 4) leading to the onlusion
that the variations of the ontat angle θ is diretly ontrolled by the lms' porosity - desribed as air pokets,
whih are able to ontrol the water droplet spreading out [7℄.
However, the size of the water drop being greatly larger than the stati real ontat area, the variations
of the ontat angle θ as a funtion of the lm's density are not really aurate enough to explain that of
µs. Hene, an aurate experimental assessement of the oatings' density is needed. The fratal dimension
is one of them beause it provides aurate informations about the degree of fragmentation of the surfaes.
3.4. Evolution of the fratal dimension with the sputtering parameters
For thin oatings, the fragmentation of the surfaes is strongly onneted to the degree of porosity of
these ones: the more the surfae is fragmented, the higher is the fratal dimension (Df in-between 2 and
3). Thus, as wettability, fratal dimension should be representative of the lm's porosity but with a greater
sharpness due to the topographi assessment tehnique - i.e AFM and interferometri prolometry - more
aurate than the water drop one.
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Figure 16: Pseudo 3D-maps displaying the evolution of the average ontat angle θ of a water drop (in °) as a funtion of the
sputtering argon pressure and (a) the inidene angle α and (b) the olumn angle β
Figure 17: Pseudo 3D-maps displaying the evolution of the average fratal dimension Df as a funtion of the sputtering argon
pressure and (a) the inidene angle α and (b) the olumn angle β
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Figure 18: a) Pseudo 3D-map displaying the evolution of the average lateral ontat stiness (Nm−1) as a funtion of the
sputtering argon pressure and for various olumn angles β and b) X-ray diration patterns of hromium thin lms deposited
at 0.40 Pa and for various inidene angles α (the sharp entral peak is the hromium one orresponding to the initial target)
As expeted, in rst approximation and in great agreement with the literature [68, 69, 70℄, Fig. 17
reveals that Df varies as the wettability results. In the same way, there is no obvious orrelation between
µd (Fig. 12) and Df in agreement with Ganti et al [47℄. However, as an unexpeted result, it appears that
Df has the same variations as µs (Fig. 13): espeially the positions of their maximum (at 0.40 Pa and
α = 20°) and minimum (at 0.53 Pa and α = 20°) are quite similar. Thus, the variations of µs seem strongly
orrelated with that of Df , whih appears as the loal variations of the lms' porosity - shown as air pokets.
Besides, the fratal dimension's map (Fig. 17) gives more aurate informations about the surfae than those
omputed from a theoretial model (Fig. 4), whih an not take into aount the loal variations of the real
nanostrutures. It is well known [71℄, that the latter - by means of seondary grain growth for instane - is
able to reate some kind of instabilities at the sale of the miro-nanoontat due to apillary eets. Thus,
the loal variations of µs ould be explained by onsidering the loal variations of the lms' porosity - i.e at
the sale of the olumns - revealed by the loal variations of the fratal dimension Df . However, these ones
ould also loally hange the mehanial properties of the surfaes and onsequently the frition behaviour
too. These evolutions an be assessed by means of the lateral ontat stiness (kL).
3.5. Evolution of the lateral ontat stiness with the sputtering parameters
As mentioned before ( 2.3), the lateral ontat stiness (kL) is the slope from the frition fore vs. lateral
displaement when the osillation amplitude is lower than the ontat radius (± 10 µm) - i.e when the thin
lm is submitted to an alternative shear testing where no sliding ours. Referring to Mindlin et al. [56℄,
this lateral ontat stiness kL(Nm
−1) is onneted to the elasti properties of samples as follow:
kL = 8a
1
2−ν1
G1
+ 2−ν2
G2
(2)
where a is the ontat radius (m), Gi and νi are the shear modulus (Nm
−2
) and the Poisson'ratio of eah
sample, respetively.
Fig. 18a reveals that the variations of the average lateral ontat stiness kL are quite low (from 95 to 109
Nm−1) beause the surfae is rather homogeneous and dense enough in the thikness to insure the mehanial
ohesion of the lms (the average value is about 103 Nm−1). These results are in good agreement with the
XRD ones, whih reveal similar diration patterns with respet to the operating parameters. Hene, kL
- and onsequently the elasti properties of the lms - is not really ontrolled by the sputtering operating
parameters.
However some variations of kL - similar to that of Df and µs - are loally observed: thus, as shown
in Fig. 18a, the maximum of the lateral ontat stiness learly orresponds to the maximum of µs (Fig.
13b) but elsewhere the variations of kL an not be diretly onneted to the variations of µs. These results
are also in good agreement with the XRD ones (Fig. 18b), whih reveal both a widening and a shift of the
(110) peak with an inidene angle α in-between 30 and 50°. This peaks behaviour is typial of either (i)
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Figure 19: Angular distribution of hromium sputtered partiles obtained from SIMTRA [73℄ for an inidene angle α = 80°
and for an argon sputtering pressure of a) 0.11 Pa; b) 0.40 Pa; ) 0.53 Pa.
some hanges of the rystallites size or (ii) the presene of potential tension miro-stresses within the lms
fabriated at 0.40 Pa with these inidene angles. Thus, the global variations of the lms' porosity do not
really hange the mehanial properties of the lms: the latter are quite homogeneous and ontrolled by the
denser subsurfae. However, the loal variations of the lateral ontat stiness - whih are the same as those
of Df and µs - ould be orrelated with either (i) the presene of internal stresses or (ii) some hanges of
the rystallites size as reported before by the seondary grain growth. So, there is learly a relation between
growth, struture and tribologial properties.
3.6. Relation between growth, struture and tribologial properties
For the lowest sputtering pressure (0.11 Pa), hromium thin lms exhibit a regular olumnar struture.
As previously observed in Fig. 9, growing of the highest olumn angle β is produed for a systemati rise
of the inidene angle α. In addition, the olumnar struture is kept for high sputtering pressures but, β
angle saturates at 35 and 22° for the orresponding pressure of 0.40 and 0.53 Pa, respetively. Suh regular
olumnar growth observed at 0.11 Pa is mainly attributed to the diretional ux of the sputtered partiles,
whih is espeially favoured at low sputtering pressure (Fig. 19).
Simulation of the partiles ux from SIMTRA software [73℄ allows the determination of the sputtered
partiles trajetories taking into aount the geometry of the sputtering hamber and operating onditions
(e.g. pressure, ion urrent density on the target, . . . ). It is worth of noting that this spatial distribution
exhibit a strong diretional ux at 0.11 Pa and for an inidene angle α = 80° (Fig. 19a). An inreasing
sputtering pressure up to 0.40 Pa leads to a spreading of the distribution (Fig. 19b), whih is even more
emphasized at 0.53 Pa (Fig. 19). As a result, suh a loss of the diretional partiles ux with the sputtering
pressure has to be orrelated with some features of the olumnar growth as well as some singularities of the
stati frition oeient, the fratal dimension and to some extents the lateral ontat stiness.
 On the one hand, for sputtering pressure of 0.11 Pa, the evolution of the olumnar orientation vs.
inidene angle α is smooth. A regular growth is produed due to a narrow spatial distribution of the
partiles ux (Fig. 19a). So, most of the sputtered atoms impinge on the growing lm aording to the
given inidene angle α. Thus, a gradual variation of the tribologial properties (Fig. 11), water drop
ontat angle θ (Fig. 15), fratal dimension (Fig. 17) are measured as a funtion of the inidene angle
α. As a result, variations of µs are quite similar to the µd ones.
 On the other hand, an inreasing sputtering pressure does not solely redue the mean free path of the
sputtered atoms and so, the sattering of the ux. It also favours the seondary grain growth in thin
lms, as illustrated in Fig. 20 for hromium thin lms exhibiting a spiral olumnar struture. Thus,
a multi-diretional harater of the partiles ux prevails against a single oriented ux for the hosen
inidene angle α = 80°. Thermalization eet of the sputtered partiles ours and gives rise to a
more randomized growth of the olumnar struture leading to loal variations of surfaes properties as
porosity as reently reported [31℄. Tribologial behaviours of the lms prepared at high pressure an
be losely linked to this seondary grain growth beause of the loss of the diretional feature of the
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Figure 20: Chromium thin lms sputter-deposited at a sputtering pressure of 0.53 Pa. A spiral growth of the olumns is obtained
using a onstant inidene angle α = 80° and a substrate rotation φ = 0.5 revolution per hour. A seondary grain growth an
be learly observed.
sputtered partiles. Typial loal variations of stati frition oeient, the highest fratal dimension
or the strongest lateral ontat stiness are systematially observed for inidene angles α = 0 to 30°
(orresponding β angles are 0 to 20°) and for pressures in-between 0.30 to 0.50 Pa. Therefore, this range
of inidene angles and pressures well orrelate with hanges of the nanostruture due to seondary grain
growth, and frition behaviours. Hene, this range of sputtering pressures enables to tailor tribologial
properties favouring stiking over sliding or, in ontrast, avoiding any stik-slip ourrene.
4. Conlusion
In this work, hromium thin lms were sputter deposited implementing the GLaning Angle Deposition
(GLAD) method (i.e the inident vapour ux strikes onto the substrate at tilted angles α) in order to reate
inlined nanosulptured thin lms for ontrolling tribologial behaviour in miro-gripping appliations. Three
sputtering pressures 0.11, 0.40 and 0.53 Pa were used and the inidene angle α of the sputtered partiles
was systematially hanged from 0 to 80°. Firstly, results reveal that the mehanial properties of the lms -
as a bulk parameters - do not really hange with the sputtering parameters. Seondly, tribologial behaviour
- inluding surfae properties - is strongly orrelated with the growth mehanism and the struture of the
lms, whih are both linked with the operating sputtering parameters. Thus,
 for the lowest sputtering pressures, a regular growth is produed due to a narrow spatial distribution of
the partiles ux. So, hromium lms exhibit a regular olumnar struture. The variation of the olumn
orientation is very smooth with the inidene angle α. A gradual variation of the tribologial properties,
and espeially the wettability is notied as a funtion of the inidene angle α. In pratie, this level
of sputtering pressure is quite interesting for tailoring surfaes displaying a gradient of wettability ;
 in ontrast, when the sputtering pressures are inreased beyond the pure balisti sputtering area, the
mean free path of the sputtered atoms is strongly redued, and so the sattering of the ux prevails. In
addition, seondary grain growth in the thin lms generally ours. Thus a multi-diretional harater
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of the partiles ux is enhaned against a single oriented ux leading to a more randomized growth of
the olumnar struture. Loal variations of stati frition oeient, wettability, surfae porosity and
lateral ontat stiness are typially observed in this range of sputtering pressures. This latter enables
to tailor suitable surfaes properties by tuning the inidene angle α favouring stiking over sliding or,
in ontrast, avoiding any stik-slip ourrene. Indeed, the stati frition - and more partiularly the
ratio
µs
µd
- an easily be adjusted to ontrol the transition from stiking to sliding in miro-gripping.
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